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1. THE PRELIMINARIES AND AIMS OF THE CURRENT WORK

1.1 Preliminaries:

At the Department of Physics and Process Control, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Szent István University (SZIU) in Gödöllő there was built an integrated solar energy utilizer system (with PHARE support) for research and demonstrational proposes. One of it’s element was the transparent insulation (TI) construction, established on the west-sitting wall of the department’s terrace. It consist of two glazed module, with polycarbonate based transparent insulation material. The building of this wall structure and the monitoring over years were a part of my Ph.D research.

In Hungary there are no publicated data, experiences available about the use of the transparent insulations in our regions. With this object I have studied German and English publications, joined international conferences, and I made more study journies to study several existing buildings with transparent insulation, to enhance my professional knowledge, and change experiences on the field of the construction design.

1.2 Aims, tasks

The aims of my research are following:

1. Examining the adaptability of the transparent insulation materials in passive solar systems.

2. Examining the heat gain amount in different transparent insulated systems: partly on the basis of the measuring of heat transmission characteristic of contact-, and convective models, partly strength of the measuring of light transmittance characteristic of different glass panes, glazed sandwich structures, and foil layers with different thickness, surface, layer number, and colour.


4. Developing a value-analysing method for evaluation of the transparent insulation materials, and transparent insulated systems, on the basis of ecological and constructional aspects.

5. Examining the efficiency of the different passive solar systems ones existing buildings, including transparent insulated, glazed construction, with different thickness, and materials.

6. Examining the thermal-, humidity-, optical-,and inflammability characteristic of the reed as view of ecological and economical aspect advantageous local, natural, environmental friendly, “semi-transparent” thermal insulation material.

7. Reviewing and systemizing the typical planning and construction mistakes of transparent insulation materials and constructions.

To attainment the aims the following tasks must be solved:
To realize the aims written in points 1., 3., and 6. I examine the relevant technical literature, and developed a transparent insulated wall system for experimental and demonstrational purposes. By designing and constructing this TI wall system I can gain very much experience also with the monitoring and data simulationing.

I’m examining the heat gain of optical and heat transmission parameters of the transparent insulated systems with different instruments (Ulbricht-sphere, spectrofotometer, lux meter, and using a special new measuring table as a part of the Ph.D work)(point 2.) It is expedient to arrange the measured samples to be able to modeling the convective and contact solar systems, so the measures will give important results in connection with the construction aspects this systems.

There’s need to develop a new value-analysing method for evaluation of the transparent insulation materials, and transparent insulated systems, on the basis of ecological and constructional aspects, allow for a new approach “weighted method” of required property. In some cases the “weightingless method” gives false result (eg. At demanding downtown buildings, or at some more simply farmer buildings. (See aim 4)

During the solar renovating of the buildings used direct and indirect passive solar systems affects the total heat gain different from the constructions, site and physical characteristic of the material of the building. It is expedient to examine the efficiency of the passive solar systems, include the various transparent insulated systems with an example of a realized building with an appropriate building energetical software. (aim 5)

In the present time the great part of the transparent insulating materials are produced with a very energy costly technology, from artificial materials (PC, PMMA, glass) This results high price, that’s why I’m examining the solutions which can reduce the investment and the waste management price. That’s why I have developed the usage of the reed as a transparent insulating material, and I take a look how the transparent insulations can be recycled. (aim 6)

To disclose, review and organize the faults of the transparent insulated systems, it’s important to know the TI materials. (aim 7)
2. MATERIAL AND METHOD

2.1. The construction of transparent insulated wall, study its thermal characteristics

The finished transparent insulated (TI) wall construction is a part of the integrated solar system, established at the SZIU, Department of Physic and Process Control. The two, apiece 1462x2256 mm glassed TI sandwich construction modules are situated on the terrace of the Department, on the west oriented wall. The existing wall is made of brief brick (45 cm thick), plastered on both sides. The total wall thickness is 51 cm. Beyond the TI modules the outer plastered smooth surface was painted black to get an absorber surface. The frame construction of the transparent insulation is made of KÖMMERLING type, hard PVC profiles, enhanced with heat-bridge free steel framework. Between the exterior (6 mm thick) and the inner (4 mm thick) glazing a 100 mm thick honeycomb structured (AREL type) polycarbonate transparent insulations has been placed, attached to the inner glazing. In front of the TI structure there is 40 mm air gap. The air gap between the inner glazing and the absorber layer helps the vapor pressure to be equal and reduce the heat expansion. (Fig. 1.)

![Fig. 1.](image)

Plan and West elevation of the transparent insulated wall
A textile blind for shading was used on the exterior side of the structure, to avoid the overheating of the construction in summer. Later in the 40 mm thick air gap of the glazed construction an automatic electronic tubemotor controlled shading textile or screen can be placed.

To measure the heat flux through the wall and the wall’s temperature sensors were mounted to the inner and the exterior side of the wall. The sensors were placed in the geometrical center of the examined surfaces. The heat flux sensors were mounted on the inner and exterior side of the daubed wall beside the panels, and in the center of the panels, placed in heat conducting paste, fixed on the edges. (4 heat flux sensors, AHLBORN 118 type). The temperature measuring is done by four platinum sensors (PT 100), these are situated next to the heat flux sensors. (See Thesis 1.)

The sensor’s data is collected by ADAM-type data acquisition system, which transmits the collected data to the monitoring computer. This computer has direct access to the data of the weather station too.


![Fig. 2.](image)

The heat gain of the transparent insulated wall in three heating period (16. oct. - 15. apr.) in monthly breakdown (2001/2002: \(58,929\) kWh/m\(^2\), 2002/2003: \(58,72\) kWh/m\(^2\), 2003/2004: \(50,6\) kWh/m\(^2\))

I have analysed the heat transmission through the wall surfaces with FLIR-E2 type infracamera too.

**Constructing the block-oriented Matlab+Simulink model of the builded TI wall.**

To the constructing of the block-oriented TI wall, I used a balance equation of the heat flow through the wall (Goetzberger-Wittwer, 1993)

\[ q_w = \frac{(U_w \cdot (U_w + U_T))) \cdot (U_T \cdot (T_i - T_o) - S)}{U_w} \]
where:

- \( q_w \) heat flux through the wall construction \([W/m^2]\)
- \( S \) amount of the absorbed global radiation of the wall \([W/m^2]\)
  \( (S = \tau \cdot \alpha \cdot G) \) where
  - \( \tau \): the light transmittance of the transparent insulation [-],
  - \( \alpha \): the absorption of the transparent insulated wall [-],
  - \( G \): amount of the global radiation \([W/m^2]\)\)
- \( U_w \) heat transfer coefficient of the wall \([W/m^2K]\)
- \( U_{TI} \) heat transfer coefficient of the transparent insulation \([W/m^2K]\)
- \( T_i \) indoor temperature \( [^\circ C] \)
- \( T_o \) outdoor temperature \( [^\circ C] \)

I have developed the block-oriented model of the TI wall based on thermal model connections. (Thesis 2.)

In the simulation I used a “gray-box”-model based on the measured outside temperature and the global radiation. The heat-flux sensors were installed to show a negative value if the heat is flowing from outside of the wall to the room (in case of solar heat gain of the room).

### 2.2 Study of thermal and optical properties of TI material and sandwich construction

- **Study thermal characteristic of TI materials with measuring table**

  I have developed a special measuring table which is suitable to measure thermal and optical characteristics of smaller (to 120 mm thickness) transparent insulated samples in different wavelength ranges and in different time intervals (See Thesis 3.)

  The measuring table has two main parts: the desk’s plate which is divided to three parts, and the lamp bearer construction. (Fig. 3)

  [Fig. 3. Measuring table]

  In the compartment of the measuring table heat insulating underplates can be found. In the centre of the heat insulating plates there are placed the temperature sensors (Ni-Cr-
Ni, Therm 2220-12 type) into a heat insulation. The samples are lighted by artificial light sources with known intensity over the desk (Tungsraflex R63 (60W), and Infrarubin bulb (250W)). The distance of the light sources can be variated vertically with the holding construction. (See Thesis 3)

In the temperature data measuring and acquisition system (which is now under construction) the temperature measuring is solved by an LM 335 type IC sensor with an accuracy of 0,1 °C. With regard to tutorial and demonstrational purposes, the temperature data is shown on a 3 digit display, with one second refreshing. With a view to following analysis the measured data will be stored. The data acquisition is with an special to measuring table developed autonomous data acquisition system solved. If the temperature has to be displayed in real time, a computer can be connected to the device.

**Measuring the light transmittance of the TH materials**

*Light transmittance measuring with Ulbricht-sphere:*

The used measuring device can be found at the Hannover University (Institut für Technik in Gartenbau). The sphere’s diameter is 1 meter. It’s inner surface is painted white. The light intensity is measured by a photo electronic cell, which is situated on the sphere’s upper edge.

The direct light radiation is made by a beam of rotatable searchlight with horizontal axle. The zenith distance can be changed by 10 degrees. The internal surface of lamp is painted black. The light source is a 150W halogen bulb. With the built-in lens can be almost parallel light beams produced. The searchlight’s axe situated over a rounded and rotatable desk, which diameter is 1,4 m. On the centre of the desk a quadratic aperture can be found. I have examined the sample’s light transmittance with different tight frames.

The diffuse light radiation is made by an half sphere, which diameter is 4 m. It is painted white on the internal surface, which reflects the light without making shadow. The light wreath consist of six fluorescent lamp pairs (THLW 86, TLF 65 W34). The laboratory and every building-element - except the half sphere - is painted black. With the Ulbricht-sphere I have found relationships between the honeycomb, and capillary structured sample’s material structure and the maximum of light transmittance of different TI materials by varying bound-angle of incidence, in case of direct lighting (Thesis 4.)

*Light transmittance measuring with SHIMADZU UV-120-02 type spectrophotometer:*

I have measured the light transmittance of different thick, different layer numbered and some recycled transparent insulation material in 200 – 1000 nm wavelength with the SHIMADZU UV-120-02 type spectrophotometer at the Department of Chemistry of Szent István University Gödöllő. Before starting the measuring I have zeroed the instrument with the potentiometer, then I have placed the foil samples into the glass holder. The glass samples were place into the instrument without holder. On the instrument the transmittance could be read instantly.
**Light transmittance measuring with Spektromom 401 spectrophotometer:**

I have made a comparative measurement with the colorized and particular architectural glasses and foils, and with debris materials in bulk. I used the Spektromom 401 type spectrophotometer, at the BMGE University, Department of Building Materials. The used wavelengths were: 400, 430, 480, 520, 540, 570, 620, 670 nm. Before starting the measurement I have placed in the appropriate color filter in the light beam, then I zeroed the instrument with an null-redding potentiometer. After it, I have placed the samples into the glass holder (the glass samples without holder), and made the light transmission measurement. I have found relationships between the different flat and pattern, colourless and coloured samples. (See Thesis 5.)

**Light transmittance measuring with Lux-meter:**

The artificial light source was Tungsraflex R63 bulb, and the sample was placed on the measuring table, which is described before. The distance between the sample and the light source was 30cm. I measured the light-transmittance of the different thick TI materials with the Lux-meter.

### 2.3 The ecological evaluation of Transparent Insulated systems:

By the me proposed ecological-constructional index gives direct information in connection with ecological suitability of designed construction. (The description of the evaluating method is connected with 6. Thesis). The primary and secondary aspects which served as basis of ecological evaluating of transparent insulated solar systems can be found in the Table 2.

| Table 1. Basis points of ecological evaluation of transparent insulated wall construction |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|------------------|
| Ecological aspects             | Scores altogether | Limit of score value |
| - Primary aspects:             | (max.:40p)       | 0…8              |
| - The used base and structural materials should have low energy demand during their life cycle (production, building up, demolition) | 0…8 |
| - Don’t issue deleterious environmental pollution during the production of it’s row materials (waste and emission) | 0…8 |
| - It’s row and auxiliary materials as well as construction should be recycled | 0…4 |
- It should be a natural material (it should be recycled to the natural environment) 0…4
- Minimal transporting demand during the utilisation (if possible it should be local material) 0…4
- During the designed lifetime it should be longlasting and renovable 0…4
- It should have a good building biological and psychic effect 0…4
- It should be appropriate for the outside and inside environment and aesthetic looking 0…4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary aspects</th>
<th>(maximum : 10 points)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
- It should be cheap to produce* 0…2
- It’s decentralised local producing should be solved (employment of local manpower, with special regard to unprivilegised regions) 0…2
- producing should be not great investment 0…2
- producing should be continuous (not only sesonal) 0…2
- the energy of the producing should be assured by renewable energy (re)sources 0…2

*Note: the limit of score value can be increased in some cases (between the maximum and zero score) at the expense of the other aspects

<p>| Table 2. Basis points of constructional evaluating of transparent insulated wall construction (agreed on the building sitting and solar radiation terms) |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------|-------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects of constructional design</th>
<th>Scores altogether (max.: 50 point)</th>
<th>Limit of score value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Primary aspects:</td>
<td>(max 40p)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- advantageous measure of the light (total) transmissivity and UV stability | 0…8 |
- favourable (low) value of heat conductivity (λ) | 0…8 |
- heat resistance | 0…6 |
- appropriatedensity of external wall (> 2000 kg/m³) | 0…6 |
- thickness of external wall
- heat insulation of frame and leaf construction
- material and color of the absorber surface
- Self controlling of the heat insulation material (protect from overheating)

- **Secondary aspects** (max. 10p)
  - The transparent heat insulation elements could be integrated into ordinary (opaque) systems*
  - possibility of prefabrication (prefabricated infactory)
  - additional controlled shading construction could be integrated
  - producing and servicing should a few skilled work demand (so it’s suitable for „home-made” execution)
  - it should retain the working intensive, hand made-style local building tradition.

**Note: the limit of score value can be increased in some cases (between the maximum and zero score) at the expense of the other aspects**

### 2.4 Construction of the new reed solar walls

My aim was with the developing of the different construction devices, to examine the possibilities of the reed as a local, environmental friendly building material, on the field of the “semi transparent” TI constructions.

*Laboratory examination of the reed solar wall samples:*

I have prepared two samples for the measuring:
- Sample No.1.: Glassed on both sides (with 5mm plate-glass) transparent reed solar wall module, with 5cm thick reed material,
- Sample No2.: One side glassed (with 5mm plate-glass), on the other side is covered with non transparent (opaque) laminated plate, with 5cm thick reed material.

Between the reed TH material and the plate-glass there was a 15 mm thick air gap.

The measuring of thermal properties of the reed solar wall samples were measured at EMI Kht in Budapest, with a Holometrix-Rapid-K RK-80a type instrument. Based on the measurements the following result can be decide:

Based the heat conducting resistance of the samples, quantify the thermal conductivity factor of the capillary structured reed’s sample ($\lambda = 0,122...0,134$), compared with the similary capillary structured PC’s sample (about $\lambda = 0,1$) the absolute value of the difference is 0,022...0,034 which is in practice not significant. At those material types -
which material structure are very different - the thermal resistance depends on the structure.
- Of the two reed samples the sample No.2’s heat conducting resistance (R2=0.6174W/mK) is better than No.1 (R1=0.5676W/mK)

**Construction of the experimental reed solar wall**

After the laboratory measurements, my aim was to build a reed solar wall with real dimensions and constructions. For the quick local mounting the reed wall was built up from three modules. I have used transparent and opaque modules also. To the construction of the reed-solar wall the original frame (with heat-bridge free, glassed thermosetting PVC profiles) was for the transparent insulated wall used. The original PC transparent insulating material was changed for a new solar reed TI modules. The glass pane on the back side was removed from the original wall, because in the transparent solar reed system there was glazing, in the opaque solar reed system there was plated with laminate on the back side of the modules. Between the back side of the modules and the absorber’s surface the 1cm thick heat-, and humidity-pressure equaliser air gap is remained by the help of distance elements. Based on the measurements of the physical characteristic and monitoring of the tested reed-wall the new scientific results can be found in Thesis 7.

2.5 **Analysis the energetical renovation of an existent family house with passive solar systems**

The energetical parameters of the existent original, and the renovated house (in the I. and II. phase of the solare renovation) were determined by using the ISOVER software, which uses the algorithm of the 6B REHAB building energetical software. In the first phase of the renovating I have examined the result of different constructional changes one-by one, and after it I have determined the energetical characteristic value of all changes compared to of existing originally buildings.

- Particularly with the post heat insulation the original heating demand can be reduced to 83,8%, and so the resultant heat conducting factor to 83,3%, by unchanged solar gain. It demonstrates the importance and efficiency the (opaque) post heat insulating systems.
- Applying new windows with better thermal insulating properties, the solar gain can be enhanced by 7,4%, but this results the heating expenses reducing only with 0,3%. At the same time, the resultant heat transfer factor will reduce with 4,2%, because of the enlarged glass surfaces.
- By adding a sunspace to the house, the useful solar gain will raise significantly with 10,33%, but with this system the building’s heating energy demand will reduce only with 0,24%. Similar to the previous variant the resultant heat transmission factor enhanced with 5%. (See Fig. 4a, 4b)
In sum of the I. phase of the solar renovation it can be said, that the highest heating energy saving by the efficient solar energy gain can be achieved only through common employing of different passive solar systems, with required planed external thermal insulation.

In the II. phase I have examined the thermal effects of the 47 m² transparent insulated surface, on the building’s South-East façade. (Fig 4b). In the construction I have used different TI materials (with different light transmittance, thickness, heat conductivity...
resistance) between the two 5mm thick glass layers. The aim was to estimate how the different materials affect influence on the building’s energy balance, assuming that the first phase of the renovating has been established.

The heating demand can be reduced by using the each examined TI constrictions, compared to the I. phase, depend on their structure. The best TI materials, has the highest construction thickness, and highest light transmissivity and thermal conductivity resistance values, furthermore the aerogels with low thickness, but high light transmittance and thermal conductivity resistance. At the other materials the building heating demand and the average heat conductivity resistance factor are approximately consistent with together. This last result is important especially at the reed solar wall, in spite of it’s material characteristic are differing from the “ordinary” TH materials, the difference of the usable solar energy gain is smaller only 1.9%, and the heat demand saving is also just only with 3.10 % smaller according to the best 10 cm thick PMMA and PC materials. (Fig. 5)

The energetical characteristic of the renovated building, using transparent insulation

Annual solar energy gains on the TI wall, and on the TI insulated building after the solar renovating.
3. NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS

There were no Hungarian publications and measuring data available about the comprehensive introduction in connection with the (today only abroad produced) TI materials and constructions, and long-time monitoring and simulation of realized transparent insulated systems. For the new building energy regulations, which will be introduced in 2006, the first Hungarian experiences on the field of this special type of passive solare systems can be important supplement.

1) During my PhD work I have developed a transparent insulated wall for experimental and demonstrational purposes. It is suitable examining the thermal characteristic of different transparent insulation materials during longer thermal monitoring. It’s a part of the Integrated Solar Utilizer System, which is realised at the SZIU, Department of Physics and Process Control. (See Chapter 3.1.1. of PhD thesis)

By the lifting of the exterior sash of the glassed TI construction there original transparent insulating material can be easily changed to another examined material. I have placed heat flux and thermometers not only on the center of the inner wall but of the exterior wall surface, to measure the heat gain of the wall. By this way the thermal characteristic of the absorber’s surface can be monitored.

2) By the help of physical equations and long term monitoring data, I have developed the model of the transparent insulated wall’s system (See, Chapter 3.1.5. of PhD thesis)

The model’s two input data are the exterior temperature, and the global radiation intensity, on the output side we will get the system’s heat gain. The used parameters were: \( U_W = 1,229 \text{ W/m}^2\text{K}, \quad U_{TI} = 0,749 \text{ W/m}^2, \quad \tau = 0,85; \quad \alpha = 0,75. \) Substituting the constants into the equation:

\[
q_w = 0,465 \cdot (T_x - T_a) - 0,3943 \cdot G
\]

The block-oriented model of the transparent insulated wall in Matlab+Simulink is shown in Fig. 6., the connection between the measured and simulated heat flux on the TI construction can be seen on Fig. 7. The simulated function and it’s equation can be found on Fig. 8.

![Block-oriented model of the transparent insulated wall in MATLAB+SIMULINK](image)

6 ábra.

The block-oriented model of the transparent insulated wall in MATLAB+SIMULINK
Fig 7
The relation between the measured and calculated heat flux in the TI wall system (using measured data on 05.02.2003.)

The equation of the simulated function: (See Fig. 8.):

\[ y = 4 \times 10^{-8} \cdot x^6 - 5 \times 10^{-6} \cdot x^2 + 0.0002 \cdot x^4 - 0.0007 \cdot x^3 - 0.0491 \cdot x^2 + \\
+ 0.7833 \cdot x - 1.6907 \]

Fig. 8.
Equation of the simulated function
I have developed a special measuring table, which is suitable to examine smaller transparent insulated material samples, at different wavelengths and time intervals. (See, Chapter 3.2. of PhD thesis)

By examining the heat transfer of the modeled construction (the honeycomb structured 4 and 10cm thick PC transparent insulation samples) of contact solar walls, I have determined that depending on the material structure and the intensity of the light beam, the temperature rises on the inner surface and can achieve 39…70%, while in case of exterior side glazing it’s 81…97% of the non-insulated wall. In case of both sided glazing it is 70…92%. Between the used 1…10cm thick TI samples with a black painted 0,5mm thick absorber plain, which are modeling the convective solar walls systems, the best was the 4cm thick sample, from the point of view of it’s heat transmitting factor.

I have determined connections between the honeycomb and the capillary structured transparent insulation’s material structure and the local maximum of the different light angle’s incidence at direct lighting. (See: Chapter: 3.3.1 of PhD thesis)

In case of transparent insulated constructions I propose the considering weightingless into consideration.

I have determined that in case of structures which are perpendicular to the surface, the most efficient if the incoming light beam can pass the TH material without reflexion. It can be determined an optimal bound angle that depends on the geometrical parameters of the structure. Below this angle ($\alpha$) the light transmittance is maximal. This angle range can be defined also in those cases when the cell structure is parallel with the surface. (See: Fig 9.)

![Fig. 9.](image)

Light transmittance depends on the angle of the light beam, and the geometrical properties of the structures, in honeycomb and capillary structures.

Calculating the bound angle at honeycomb or capillary structures if the geometrical properties are known:

$$\alpha = \arctg\left(\frac{a}{b}\right)$$
where:

\[ a \] bound angle (the angle of the incident light beam and the normal of the sample’s plain surface)

\[ a \] in case of honeycomb structure the side length of the crossed cell’s, in case of capillary structure, the diameter of the capillary [mm]

\[ b \] thickness of the TH material [mm]

Calculating the bound angle is very important during the right placement of the semi-transparent (glassed reed solar wall) materials, considering that the solar efficiency depends on the degree of the light transmissivity of the single (from the side opaque) fibres. In this case it can be to raise the solar gain partly by varying the angle of plane of the solar module according to solar radiation, partly in case of vertical surface and given orientation, the angle of the reed filaments can be changed compared to reed modul surface.

5) *I have determined connection between the light transmittance of flat and pattern, coloured and colourless sheet-glasses.* (See, Chapter 3.3.2. of PhD thesis)

The main point of the method is, that by measuring on the basis of the light transmittance one layer of the non-colorized glasses, the other layer’s light transmittance can be well estimated with a proportional factor between 0 and 1, in the visible light range. At the colorized glasses this method should be modified by taking two ranges (400..520 nm, and 540…670nm) and define a proportional factor to each range, because of the effects of the complementary colors.

I have examined the light transparency of different chopped, bulked material to determinate if they are suitable (has enough transparency) to use them as a recycled material (in the form of debris or chopped material). According to measurements this kind of use come for the capillary structures (PMMA and glass) up, where the optimal granule’s diameter is 2..3 mm. At the other (recycled) samples has low light transmittance, so these are not enough suitable for use them. These materials, which low light transmittance not equal - to previous point of view – can be used in the production as raw material, or in the manufacturing for ordinary (opaque) insulations, as duvet’s of filler material.

6) *I have developed a new method of theory of value to ecological evaluation the transparent insulation materials, it helps the design and construction of transparent insulated systems and preparing for decision making* (See, Chapter 3.4.1. of PhD thesis)

In case of valuation of transparent insulated constructions, I suggest instead of weightingless consideration and averaging of enumerated properties – according to practical aspects – the task- and object oriented previous hierarchy of ecological aspects (e.g. with division one’s basis-points), after it the use of quality weighting multiplying factors, depend of the functions of constructional form.
The advantage of this method the ecological aspects can be considered without weighting – as starting point – (by making the base scores equal), but also possible to compare the functional conformance and the quality of the mechanical construction rather.

The base score is 50 points both at the ecological and constructional view, so the valuation can be separate and together easily survey. I propose the weighting of certain ecological aspects in accordance with their priority following:

By reason of the scores of Table 1 and Table 2:

\[ \text{ÖSZ} = a \cdot \text{Ö} + b \cdot \text{Sz} \]

where:
- \(\text{ÖSZ}\): Scores of ecological-constructional aspects (max 100 scores)
- \(\text{Ö}\): Scores of ecological aspects (max 50 scores)
- \(\text{SZ}\): Scores of constructional design aspects (max 50 scores)
- \(a, b\): quality weighting factors (0..1 rational number)

Score ranges, and categories:
- 0-40: unsuitable to use, environmental polluting;
- 41-50: use as wall construction can be only exceptionally, provisionally, for subordinated functions;
- 51-60: prepare other design conception recommended
- 61-70: the use is debateable
- 71-80: good, it can be used according to aims
- 81-100: over the ecological aspects, special solution (e.g. it presents aesthetical experience, or offer special building-biological advantages).

7) I have developed new constructional solution on the field of “semi-transparent” TI materials: for the use of the reed as a local building material. To determinate the basic technical usage conditions I have made thermo-physic measurements, and built and measured a real sized solar reed wall. (See: Chapter: 3.5. of PhD thesis)

There is only one type of the semi transparent solar systems is known before, the corrugated cardboard. It’s produced by the Gap-Solar, this product is handled with flame-proofing and fungus protected materials. The layers are glued together, and the structures are perpendicular to the surface. In my PhD thesis I made an attempt to the use of the reed, as a local natural material in this new technology.

The reed’s advantage is that it can be chopped to 5…10 cm pieces very well up, the light transmittance of the cutted pieces can be significantly improve by a survey classification. (Opaque reed solar wall can be also made by them, there is no need to select.) The reed can be easily built-in, it’s flame-proofing is much more better than the ordinary (PC, PMMA) transparent materials, it’s thermal insulation value is almost the same, but heat capacity is greater as it’s. The reed able to control the vapour amount of the structure. As a local material in the country, it is cheap (Sheaves, which length are not suitable for roofing, are also can be used).
The reed’s disadvantage is that it’s sensible to too much water, but this problem occurs at other transparent insulations too.

There were two modules developed during the reed solar wall’s examination:
- The non transparent (opaque) module: one side glassed, on the other side it’s covered with laminated plate,
- The size, the frame construction and the material and thick of the reed insulation of the transparent moduls are consistent with the opaque modul, but it’s other side is a 5 mm thick plate-glass. In this case I had to avoid the contact between the screws and the glass. I used heat proof rubber and plastic strips. Between the glass plane and the fixings 2 mm heat expansion is allowed.

7.1) Comparing the transparent (PC) and opaque (reed) TI construction’s monitored results, it can be determined that the on the absorber-surface measured heat-flux value of the reed solar and the PC TI wall are very different, depending on the weather conditions (sunlight, exterior temperature of the air, cloudy sky):
- On a bright, sunny day the opaque reed solar wall produces only the 62…65% of the transparent reed-solar wall’s solar energy gain. The transparent reed solar wall produces approximately the 20 % energy gain of the PC TI wall, while the opaque is 12%.
- In a cooler period, under an overcast sky the reed solar wall’s performance is 50%, while the non transparent reed solar wall’s is 30% of the PC wall The inner heat gains are depends on the length of the cooler period, and mass of the wall. To examine this, longer measurements will be done in the winter periods too.

7.2) While in the direct, sunlight free period the temperature of the two module’s exterior glassing is almost the same, by at the afternoon, in the direct sunlight period, the temperature of the exterior glasing of the transparent module with glazed backside is only 60-80 % of the non transparent (opaque) module. The reason is that the energy in the opaque module is absorbed only in the material of the module, while at the transparent version, 15…30% of the light is absorbed on the black painted wall’s absorber-surface. In that way, the material of the module and the covered glass construction will be protected from a significant heat load. In other words: the glazed transparent reed solar wall’s heat loss is less with 20-40% than the opaque modul.

During the constructing of the light transparent modul, I had no possibility to select the reed pieces, so I choosed randomly, the 5 cm length reed pieces. Because of these reasons the module’s light transmittance is lower then on the measured sample (with the same length). Therefore the light transmittance of the reed solar wall module (20%) less, that in the Fig (?) showed measured value (48%). This means, that the efficiency of the reed solar wall can be considerably raise by using of selected reed material in comparison with monitored sample.

The light transmittance of the 3; 4; 5; 6, 7; 8, 9; and 10 cm thick, at full length light transmitted reed samples were measured by a lux meter. (See Fig.10.)
7.3) It is very important that before the reed is built-in into the frame it has to be accordingly dry, so it has to be stored in a roofed, from the side opened, good through ventilated space. The moisture equilibrium of the air dry state reed samples were measured in a dewatering box of the Department of Agrochemistry at the SZIE University Gödöllő. The measured amount was 6.62%. Because of this relatively high moisture content, it’s very important to safe conduct of the vapour from the reed-solarwall TI material especially in the warming up periods. It can be solved by vent hole with 5..10 mm diameter, next from the sides of the frame, connecting the air gap between the glass-plate and the reed TI material with the outer air space, without draught-effect.

7.4) The exterior glass-plate gives enough protection in defence of the rainfall, supposed the connected frame construction protected against the strike-rain, powdery snow and in the frame construction infiltrated moisture. The rain-protection is certained with rubber-profiles on the edges of the glass-plates and two opening for outconducting for moisture on the bottom of the frames.

7.5) The fire protection measurement details of the air-dry reed samples can be found in the ÉMI’s research report, No: M-203/2005. (See in appendix M4). The results of the examinations showed that the fire proof qualities of the reed samples are better than the ordinary PC and PMMA materials:
- Burning temperature for the air-dry reed woof is 347ºC, according to the MSZ 14800-16:1992, 8.1,point, B method.
- According of the 3. § of National Regulations of Protection against fire, the reed woof is signed “D”, as a “Moderately incendiary” material, based it’s fire burning point.
7.6) During the using of the light transmitting TI module’s it’s indispensable reasoned to separate the chopped, light transmitting reed pieces with given length. The raising of the light transparency is usually more than 50..60%, using 3…10 cm thick samples, supposed random select of the reed pieces. By the use of opaque solar reed modules, it’s not necessary to select the reed pieces, because it doesn’t considerably effect the panel’s efficiency. (See: Fig. 11.)

7.7.) Knowing and considering the solar orbit data, it is possible to raise the efficiency of the reed solar TI modules, through the adequate determination of the optimum of the angle between the direction of the reed filaments and the wall (or modul) surface, to get the maximum collection of direct sunlight. Using this method the yearly energy gain of the modul can be raised by 10..12% compared to the absorber surface perpendicular type modul-material.

Fig. 11.
Transparent insulated walls, SZIU, Gödöllő
a) Semi transparent reed solar wall and polycarbonate TI wall
b) Reed solar wall’s structure (without selecting), c) PC based honeycomb TI structure
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